Using the original 12 colors of Apoxie® Sculpt + Super White Apoxie® you can create an unlimited possibility of colors. Colors shown are created by using simple 1:1 ratios BY WEIGHT (use a postage or baking scale).

* Remove unwanted product residue with soap & water or Aves® Safety Solvent before set-up! *Use a cut plastic bag on the scale top for easy clean-up (be sure to tare the bag weight) *All 'Part B' for Apoxie® Sculpt colors & Super White Apoxie® are the same. *Swatch numbers listed are in reference to the PANTONE® Solid Coated color guide.

**COLOR DISCLAIMER** Colors are approximate. Always test mix if a precise color is required. The colors shown in this chart are mixed by weight. Slight changes in shades are unavoidable. Colors can be affected by variances in product, mixing ratios, computer screen & printer variances, and more. PANTONE® colors listed represent the closest current match. ©2014 Aves® Studio LLC.